
Integrates with 
your LMS!

Combining Eureka Math/Engage NY 
with ASSISTments Teacher is 

proven to improve math achievement 
and achieve great student outcomes 

with just-in time support features.Immediate
Feedback

Instructional
Hints

Multiple
Attempts

Assign Homework & Problem Sets for each lesson as
in-class or at-home independent practice
Finish each lesson by assigning an Exit Ticket and
use the immediate data to help inform your
instruction 
Assign your Module Assessments to get quick data
on whole class successes and challenges 
Build math fluency by digitally assigning Sprints or
Fluency Support

What would you do with less
time spent on grading?

Create your free account at
https://assistments.org to start

assigning!

TEACHER
Your forever free digital solution for assigning
online - proven effective with a Tier 1 Rating from
Evidence for ESSA

Eureka Math | EngageNY
Powered by ASSISTments

“With the automatic grading feature, I get
immediate access to student grades and can
see what changes I need to make to address
their learning needs as soon as the next day!”

https://new.assistments.org/content-and-curriculum
https://new.assistments.org/


"Before Insights Hub I had to open multiple tabs in an attempt
to analyze student data. Now, I can view student progress
across classrooms in one place”

“I thought adopting an edtech tool would be difficult, but the
team at ASSISTments made it really easy to pick up with
support from an ASSISTments expert"

ADVANTAGE

Professional Learning
enhances existing data 
practices  to improve
student achievement.

Instructional leaders have real-time
access to teacher and student 
data in one place to easily monitor 
student progress and identify 
success across classrooms.

Implementation Planning
and support connect
learning goals with the 
Eureka Math/Engage NY
curriculum. 

Start measuring progress
toward district

achievement goals 
the easy way!

 
See how it works when you

request a demo with 
Lee Finkelstein at

lee.finkelstein@assistments.org

Insights Hub - A Quick Look
into Student Learning

Instructional Support
Coaching
helps you plan effective
action steps for teacher
support.

Administrators support growth in student achievement
with actionable data.  Teachers make instructional
decisions with access to performance 
data and visualizations.

Achieve School Wide Success 
With A Data-Driven Edtech Tool

Eureka Math 
EngageNY

What others are saying about ASSISTments Advantage

mailto:lee.finkelstein@assistments.org
https://new.assistments.org/product/advantage

